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Jeff Howard
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Dakota State University

Turn it Up to 11

Double LP
Force and Fire: A Double LP
● Side A: In the Beginning is the Song
● Side B: The Song Spawns the Word
● Side C: The Word Forges the World
● Side D: The Mechanics Energize the World
Cyclical & Intertwined
In the Beginning Is the Song

Moonlight Sonata: Metal is a State of Mind
Metal is a Crossroads

Metal is Magic: Magic is Energy
Riff
Modus Diaboli
The Solo
The Song Spawns the Word




Raziel, Who Was Cast Down
The World Generates Tales


Pawns of the False God Drew, Who Hates 
Dark Souls

“Darkness closes in, haunting the hearts of men.”
“And now... the darkness holds dominion – black as 
death.”
“Teetering on the brink, facing the abyss...”
“As life ebbs, terrible vistas of emptiness reveal 
themselves.”
● “You will arrive along the old road. It winds with a troubling, 
serpent-like suggestion through the corrupted countryside. 
Leading only, I fear to ever more tenebrous places. There is a 
sickness in the ancient pitted cobbles of the old road and on its 
writhing path you will face viciousness, violence, and perhaps 
other damnably transcendent terrors. So steel yourself and 
remember: there can be no bravery without madness. The old 
road will take you to hell, but in that gaping abyss we will find 
our redemption.”
The Word Forges a Vision of the World
Then The Word reveals a Vision





“Hear Now the Requiem of Blood . . .”
“Atop the Corpses of Thy Brethren”
Inspirations for a Metal World
● Sublime
● Gothic
● Weird
● Grimdark
Sublime
The Gothic
is Metal
Is Metal
is Not MetalThe Shire
(But Ringwraiths Are Metal AF)
Melnibone is Metal
is Metal
Yharnam is Gothic, Grimdark, Weird and 
Sublimely Metal

GothicWeirdSublime
Metal Level Design = Surreal Non-Euclidean Nightmare
The Architecture of Madness
The Mechanics Energize the World


Go forth then . . . 
And Live Deliciously . . .  
Questions in the Wrap-Up Room (3014)
